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THE VESTIBULE 

The years go past far too quickly for 

my liking but here we are in 2016. 

  You will see from David Tillett’s re-

port, and our agm report, that we 

will have to find a new accountant 

and that this will no doubt mean ad-

ditional expenditure to fund. With 

this in mind we want to canvas mem-

bers on how they would feel about 

an increase in subscriptions. Please 

drop us a note when you renew to 

let us know your thoughts on the 

matter. I should add that for 2016 

subscriptions will remain at £14. 

  We hope to do a launch for the 

NRM’s TO 7828 at Rowsley before 

long but no date has been firmed up  

yet. 

  From reading the latest Vintage 

Carriage Trust’s newsletter I have 

realised that our successful Rails @ 

Rowsley could possibly have been 

something called ‘Audience Develop-

ment’, I must try and keep up with 

the modern world! 

  As always you will be most wel-

come to visit and see our restoration 

efforts at Wirksworth and Rowsley, 

let’s hope the weather becomes kind-

er than of late. 

David Winter (Editor) 
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Since the summer copy of Droplight we have had one new member Alex Harker of 

Ilkeston – welcome to you.    I hope you all had a good Christmas and would like 

to wish you all a very happy New Year 2016. 

  I very much hope that you will all continue to be one of our members in 2016.   

You will have received your renewal form with this copy of Droplight. 

Alison Leather 

  At Wirksworth after a period where there was little visible progress on the Port-

hole Brake 27001, late summer showed sudden signs of work being done here. 

There had been work being carried out, but it all of a sudden it came together, 

with the guards compartment being fitted out, compartment ceiling being fitted, 

and vestibule walls being constructed, sliding doors constructed. Derrick Glynn has 

been planning the new seat positions, we must remember that this was a corridor 

coach, and will be fitted out in open form. Which means that the spacing of the 

windows on the corridor side do not align with the windows on the compartment 

side, hence the slight adjustment required to seat positions on what was the corri-

dor side. 

  There has been very little work done on Third Open 27162, as it is still suffering 

roof leaks, which will need to be corrected but that's a job that will have to wait 

now until next summer. And before any fitting out can be done. 

  It was good news that there was a good turnout for the AGM in October, which 

gave us a chance to see the work that had been done on 7828 and the high stand-

ard which is being achieved. What a difference covered accommodation can make. 

  I have included a photograph of Derrick and Alex fixing the ceiling panels in 

27001,  I hope David can find room to include it. If you don't read this then he has-

n't (yes included Mike, Ed.). 

  As before if you need to contact me to offer any help please use email: 

mike.denton@lmsca.org.uk  . 

  Wishing you all a Happy New Year. 

 

Mike Denton 

Alison’s cajoling in the summer edition of Droplight had the desired effect of secur-

ing the remaining 2015 membership fees, just in time for us to consider the poten-

tial renewal for 2016. 

  So I just wanted to point out that, in fact, your membership renewal is actually 

due on 1st January each year, for the subsequent 12 months. Comparatively, our 

membership fee of £14 per annum is quite low, and I notice that quite a number of 

members top up their fee with a modest donation each year. Given that the fee has 

stayed the same for some time, and is very competitive by comparison with our 

peers, should we consider raising it? 

  Alternatively, our membership level has stayed pretty much the same over recent 

years, so should we keep our rate low in order to attract additional members in 

the hope that not only will additional people join us, but that they will be prepared 

to go the extra mile and top up their membership fees with additional donations?  

  Of course one of the most significant opportunities to top up our existing dona-

tion income, where tax is paid by the donor, is via the "Gift Aid" scheme run by 

HMRC. With recent moves by HMRC to both streamline the recovery process, 

and ensure that all recovery claims are valid, with an appropriate level of tax being 

offset by the donor,  I have been putting in significant amounts of work to generate 

the maximum allowable benefit for the Association. Whilst, at the time of writing, 

the outcome remains outstanding, I am hopeful of securing a significant amount of 

money to further support our work on both project sites.  

  At the recent AGM, I was able to report, that whilst we were reporting a loss for 

the accounting period under review, the timing of income was such that this period 

was balanced by the previous year in which a surplus of similar proportions was 

made. Therefore we remain in a position to continue to progress with our restora-

tion work at a financially sustainable pace.  

David Tillett 

 

Here’s a little teaser to start the year off. The object is about 2 cm long with a 

slightly domed larger end and what could be two sets of cams of some sort, or are 

they? It’s hard to determine exactly what the material is, but it’s definitely not met-

al. Similar items must have been produced by the thousand as most steam-age car-

riages would have had several installed. (Ed.) 

mailto:mike.denton@lmsca.org.uk
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Some of the ‘usual suspects’ wait for the LMS steward to serve afternoon tea in 7828 - it 

could be a long wait. Left to right Mike Fearn, Derek Riley, Jack Mills, Peter Stanley, and 
your editor.                                                                                                                  Alan Taylor 

7828 showing off the beautiful early LMS fully lined livery, a direct descendent of the Mid-

land Railway’s carriage finishing scheme. It is not an easy livery to apply, for example the 
beading is black but the bodyside crimson lake extends onto the beading by a quarter of 
an inch, then the three eighths gold lining on the edge of the beading has a thin vermillion 

line either side. It’s no surprise a much simpler system was introduced in the Stanier era, 
even though the first Stanier vehicles were given full livery with painted on pseudo bead-
ing on the steel panelling.                                                                                            Alan Taylor 

It could be a 1920s official photo, but it’s the 2015 restoration.                             Alan Taylor 

 

In contrast to all previous reports of the last two years, work on 7828 is actually 

winding down. A lot of time has been spent on some fiddly last jobs, but most of 

the workforce has moved on to where the action is.  

  Most noticeably, all of the exterior paintwork is now complete. 7828 is finished in 

the first LMS livery of lake bodywork and black beading with a 3/8” thick gold line 

on all beading edges, bordered with a 1/16” wide vermillion on either side of the 

gold. 

  In the last droplight report, the seat backs had been fitted and we were fitting 

piping to the last of the seat bases. They have all since been bolted in and most of 

them have been tested by willing visitors. The timber trims on the top edge of the 

seat backs have been screwed in place, the set having been completed by Keith 

who machined some new sections to match the best of the survivors.  

  The last sets of panelling were then screwed in - droplight window sides, blind 

boxes, and the Stone’s vent interior covers which were individually fitted and ad-

justed to allow easy operation. The second lavatory was reassembled when the 

Midland Railway sink we had available for it had returned from a comprehensive set 

of repairs as an outside contract. 

  With the seating complete, the tables could be fitted. The last layers of varnish 

had been applied to these on the Peak Rail 1940s weekend, in between shifts serv-

ing tea and coffee in the marquee. They took two sessions to fit and secure in, and 

transformed the interior yet again. With the tables in, the white shades could be  
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fitted to the table lamps, 

with little 12 watt tungsten 

bulbs. The first of the ceiling 

lamp assemblies are ready 

to be delivered now, but 

even without them the sa-

loons are evenly and warm-

ly illuminated by the table 

lamps. 

  Underneath, a lot of work 

has been done on the un-

derframe and bogies to ser-

vice various mechanical 

parts and clean and paint to 

present a unified appear-

ance. There are some inside 

areas of mainframe which 

could do with attention the 

next time we get the coach 

over a pit. 

  The most recent task has 

been to machine some 

rough sawn timber to pro-

duce a pair of gangway end 

covers. The LMS had a habit 

of using these to protect 

end doors when a vehicle 

was the last in a train, and 

we intend to do the same. 

We were rather stuck on 

some aspects of how they 

went together, until we 

found some full working 

drawings for them, of which more in a separate article. Other than that, it’s all 

been tidying up, clearing out vast numbers of lost looking screws, long forgotten 

tools and spare bits from the luggage areas. 

  On the painting front, application of the LMS crests and varnishing will complete 

the job. After testing, 7828 should be regarded as now in operable condition, the 

remaining work such as brake adjusting and ride-height checking being fine tuning 

only. 

 

Ben Riley 

This is one of Alan Taylor’s detail photos of 7828. The lug-

gage rack with ‘LMS’ came with the coach, whereas the 
light fittings were specially cast, as were the little rubber 
bump-stops for the Stone’s vent hopper windows. 

 

Since the last report in the summer our work has been concentrated on Porthole 

27001 which is well on course to become a brake open third. 

  The guard's area is now approaching completion and looks very smart. Tongued 

and grooved cladding for the doors is nearly complete and the woodwork has been 

primed and will soon be ready for the final coat. 

  The guards seat has yet to be upholstered but that will be done along with the 

main seat costruction. In the saloon the emergency cord has been installed and 

awaits the wooden cover. 

  Attention has now turned to the sliding doors which are a new addition to this 

carriage. Two new ones are required and have been made of 25mm plywood faced 

with 6mm veneered ply. 

  It has been decided that the final finish in the public area will be a light oak. This 

was not the original wood finish but we have not been able to determine what 

wood was used. It was a lighter finish than had been the practice before the war 

when mahogany type woods were widely used. Oak veneer is readily available 

which is no longer the case for some of the tropical hardwoods. 

  To overcome the bottleneck in the machining of the bronze castings for the 

heating system a fast track approach is being attempted.  It is hoped that these 

fittings will be available early in the new year so that work can start on the 

production of the heaters. 

  Installation of the seating is dependent the heating system being fitted first. 

John Leather                                                                 (photos continued overleaf, Ed.) 

Derrick and Alex installing the new ceiling in 27001.                                           Mike Denton 
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Shielding for the steam heating pipes being fitted.                                             Mike Denton 

Wiring for the ceiling lights is completed.                                                            John Leather 

The twelfth LMSCA agm was held at Rowsley as we continue to alternate between 

our two sites. A good turnout saw 22 members gather in Period 2 TK 1501 which 

had been hooked up to the electrical supply to provide refreshments and lighting. 

  Mike Denton our chairman noted that six apologies had been received, and as no 

comments were forthcoming on the previous year’s minutes he swiftly moved on 

to a review of the work carried out at Wirksworth in the past year, followed by 

Ben Riley’s Rowsley update. 

  Mike explained to members the change of treasurer from Mike Fearn to David 

Tillett, and David provided an overview of the year, noting that there had been a 

loss due to the amount spent on restoration but that donations covered the loss. 

  It would have been Derek Mason and Mike Fearn who were up for re-election as 

trustees but the latter had decided to stand down due to other commitments so 

Mike Denton placed himself up for re-election, and both he and Derek were duly 

re-elected. Mike thanked Mike Fearn for his efforts in the post of treasurer. 

  At this point we would normally re-appoint Dale Accounting to act as our ac-

countants, but Ted Wint had informed us that he would no longer be able to pro-

vide that service due to extra workload. We must therefore seek a new firm and 

of course there will be some extra expenditure, however we owe a huge debt of 

gratitude to Ted who has expertly guided us for many years and it was agreed to 

mark our thanks to him in some way.   

  Business over, it was tea, biscuits and a good old natter, as usual. 

Dave Winter 

Samples of the specially commissioned LMS carriage insignia by Fox Transfers were on 

show, we have enough for all future LMSCA use and for re-sale.                         Alan Taylor                
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It’s been a while since we included one of the Henry Casserley’s excellent photos and I thought this one might be of interest, in fact it comes into one of those ‘there’s a 

prototype for everything’ categories that modellers are so fond of. The location is Bromley on the 2nd of April 1938 and the train certainly appears to be The Sunny 

South Express - but with only two coaches. The roofboard is legible on the original print but not the legend on the end of the coach. The fact that several droplights are 

down and there appears to be someone in the corridor of the near coach, a Period 2 D1720 BCK suggests it is not an empty stock working. The actual carriage number is 

not recorded but it must be one of the seven without guards duckets in order to fit the SECR loading gauge. They were later rebuilt in Period 3 style but retaining the 

canvas roof. The other vehicle looks to be ex-LNWR, while the loco is SR No. 1735, a D1 4-4-0 rebuilt from a Wainwright D in 1921 and withdrawn in 1961. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   By kind permission of Richard M. Casserley 

THE SUNNY SOUTH EXPRESS 
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A little bit of background may be required as some of you probably aren’t aware of 

the ‘Wakefield  Four’ story.  Back in the late 1990s we were told of some internal 

user vehicles at Wakefield Kirkgate that included some LMS vehicles. Derek Mason 

and Harvey Coppock paid a visit to find that most had been scrapped but also that 

there were four vehicles in the goods shed, and that they had been in there for 

around twenty years! On inspection they were LMS BG (Gangwayed Brake) 31216, 

and Mk1 CCTs (Covered Carriage Truck) 94522, 94589, and 94630 and were in 

excellent condition having been shunted into the shed straight out of service. 

  Some years passed and through the efforts of Steve Ryszka, the owners Jarvis Rail 

donated the four to the LMSCA. A team from Peak Rail’s P-Way team and the 

LMSCA liberated them and they were delivered to Rowsley in 2001, the story 

making it into the railway press. 

  At Rowsley 

they received a 

clean by Colin 

Fearnley which 

improved their 

appearance, and 

they were used 

for much need-

ed storage. 

  More years passed, 14 to be precise, and the idea was put forward of using one of 

the CCTs as a trimming shop. The NRM Third Open 7828 had a fair amount of its 

upholstering actually done in the coach while other restoration work went on, not 

ideal. A CCT has lots of space for benches and our ex-Bluebell industrial sewing 

machine, plus built in shelving, double side doors and the possibility of using the 

opening end doors to directly access a gangwayed coach thus saving lifting heavy 

seats on and off.  

  The CCT selected is 94630 which is currently adjacent to the rear of the LMSCA 

shed at Rowsley. It does need some bodywork repairs but Alan Taylor had made a 

start on fabricating repair panels a few years ago so that will save some time.  A 

start has been made on cleaning up and painting the chassis, and while it is danger-

ous to make predictions we hope the job will be done by late spring, giving our 

upholsterers Ian and Alan a more conducive place to work. 

 

Dave Winter 

 

On arrival 

at Rowsley 
in 2001.                                                  

Alan Taylor 

Work has  

commenced on 
94630’s chassis. 

Dave Winter 

David Tillett our treasurer oversees an invasion of LMS stock into SR territory courte-

sy of Ian White’s East Grinstead layout.                                                             Alan Taylor 

We held our exhibition, as advertised in Droplight 31, over the weekend of 

26/27th September in the original 1849 Rowsley station building of the Matlock 

Buxton Manchester and Midlands Junction Railway (the little railway with the big 

name). The building was only in use as a passenger station for about ten years, and 

when the Midland built their extension to Buxton and Manchester and opened a 

new station it became a goods depot, lasting as such until the 1960s. 

  The line closed in 1968 and the original station survived as part of industrial 

premises and later became part of the Peak Shopping Village after a sympathetic 

restoration. Despite many attempts to use it for retail purposes its layout didn’t 

really lend itself, and the site’s management decided last year to give it over to 

community use when needed. 

  LMSCA member Ian White saw a notice to this effect, and proposed that we 

stage an exhibition in the old station to raise awareness of what the LMSCA and 

other local heritage groups do. So it was that after several meetings with the site’s 

manager we held ‘Rails @ Rowsley’ with some success. 

  Fortunately some of our members are experienced at organising exhibitions 

through their railway modelling activities, whereas some of us (well me) didn’t 

have a clue initially. We were able to host Glynn Waite of the Rowsley Associa-

tion with an excellent display showing Rowsley’s railway development, Nigel Cara-

bine and Mike Key with the Peak Railway Association, Derek Payne from the Ivatt 

Diesel Recreation Society with his fabulous (and very heavy!) model of LMS 10000, 

a section of the Sheffield ‘O’ Gauge Group’s layout Edgedale, plus a shuttle track,  
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and a display of superb 7mm LMS carriages (three of which we have real examples 

of), Ian White’s LBSCR layout East Grinstead populated with LMS stock provided 

by David Tillett, and finally our own display and Alan Taylor’s latest video reducing 

the restoration of the NRM’s Third Open 7828 to a matter of minutes (if only). 

  To add to the fun, the building was made to look more ‘railway’ with newly con-

structed MR benches destined for Darley Dale, plus a sack trolley with genuine 

LMS sacks, a milk churn and fire buckets. On the Saturday the Chesterfield 123 

Bus Preservation Group ran their lovely Chesterfield Corporation double-decker 

No. 225 between Peak Shopping Village and Rowsley South giving visitors the 

chance to inspect 7828 which had been shunted up to the loading dock. An unex-

pected bonus was the donation of a LMS First-Aid box by one of the Village’s staff. 

  So what did we learn from the exercise? Well it’s hard work, and there were 

some avenues of advertising that we had failed to explore, perhaps arranging a ban-

ner on the fence of the Village next to the A6 plus a few ‘A’ boards around the site 

would have helped with passing trade, but on the plus side there was much praise 

for what we are trying to achieve with our LMS coaches and we all went away feel-

ing that what we are doing is worthwhile. 

  Will we do it again? Perhaps, but not until 2017 when it should be possible to 

show progress with the restoration of Period 3 Third Open 9125 at Rowsley. 

  A big ‘thank you’ is due to all who took part, all those who donated to the £320 

we took, to the site’s manager Kat Jacquin for facilitating the exhibition, and to 

member Stephen Jenkinson who made the trip from Worcestershire! 

Dave Winter 

Max the cat isn’t very impressed with the donated LMS First-Aid box, but when 

you are 22 you’ve seen it all!                                                                          Dave Winter 

Above is part of Sheffield ‘O’ Gauge Group’s Edgedale layout, plus a display of LMS 

coaches provided by Paul Scott.  Alan Taylor  Below are some of the items used to give 
the building a genuine railway feel. Dave Winter  
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The author gets his hands dirty at the NRM.                                        Chris Jesson 

As the first step in the long process of restoring the next LMS passenger coach at 

Rowsley, a day was spent searching through catalogued drawings in Search Engine 

at the National Railway Museum. The trip was intended as a viewing session for 

some Midland Railway wagon drawings, but in the days leading up to it we thought 

we’d request a few extra boxes of drawing rolls to start researching the Diagram 

1915 TOs, of which 9125 is the last survivor in original form. Many of the LMS 

Wolverton and Derby drawings at the NRM have been catalogued with relation to 

date and subject, but there were no results relating to ‘D1915’. The search was 

widened to ‘vestibule third’, and this got more hits, mostly relating to lot 953. The 

NRM system puts a lot of weight on the lot number the drawings relate to, and it 

turned out that there was a full set of drawings for lot 953, the same diagram as 

9125, built in 1936, by Metro Cammell.  

  In the past we’ve observed that of coaches built by outside firms, more drawings 

appear to survive. It’s not clear whether the LMS felt the need to spell it out for 

the contractors exactly how things went together, or perhaps the rolls were re-

turned to the drawing offices in better protection than the locally deployed draw-

ings. Our 9125 was built in 1935 at Wolverton to lot 857, so I had hoped that lot 

953 would at least act as a guide. 

  Two of us made the trip to York - I dragged along a friend, Chris, as keeper of the 

database whilst I staggered about under the drawing rolls. He had made some ini-

tially encouraging noises about what an interesting experience this might be - I sup-

pose we all say naïve things from time to time. The wagon drawings were unfurled 

and checked over within a matter of minutes, and then the daunting task of han-

dling 4 large archive boxes, each containing 2 rolls of some 50 drawings, to look for 

Lot 953, began. 

  Almost immediately it became obvious that we’d hit the jackpot, roll after roll of 

sectioned diagrams and general arrangements for 9125 and sister coaches. The first 

ones were end framing and gangway drawings, including the mysterious gangway 

end covers. On to interior layouts, panelling, seat end designs, together with backs 

and bases, window sections, mouldings, heaters, small fittings. Did we know that 

9125’s interior saloon door handles should actually be of the pattern normally asso-

ciated with period 1? That there are at least two designs of heater cover, and two 

alternate patterns of luggage rack? I was foxed by a complicated drawing entitled 

‘door mat’ which turned out to represent the construction of the vestibule floors 

and mat well. These are the reasons that 9125, which is at first glance simply 

‘another Stanier TO like the ones at the Severn Valley’, is very much unlike those at 

the SVR. The fittings, the seat shapes, strange partition lamps, short lived boxy lug-

gage racks, those bizarre half bays of seats, all mark it out as different. There are 

almost no pre-war Stanier coaches restored, certainly none 3rd class. Here is a 

chance to illustrate a missing decade of LMS history, set between the intricacy of 

Period 1/Fowler era coaches and the Mk.1 type interiors of the post-war stock. We 

managed to address the old question of how the half bay of seating was arranged as 

well, the answer being ‘awkwardly’.  

Through all this Chris had been dutifully documenting and sorting the reference 

and drawing numbers I was throwing at him, as well as descriptions that changed 

and evolved as I pulled the roll stick further back. By the third roll the task was 

becoming a bit wearing for both of us, and on a few occasions he peered over the 

copy of a certain railway magazine he was hiding behind whilst I was enthusing over 

the wiring diagram of my dreams, or, finally, the drawing showing what-goes-on-in-

the-heater-cabinets-in-the-loos, and said “I take it you want a copy of that one 

then?”. By 2pm we’d had enough, and fortunately the last roll turned out to be a 

set of drawings for Stanier BGs, which will be useful in the future, and didn’t need 

to be gone through on this visit. 

  Homage was then paid to the most important carriage in the museum*, and that 

was it for this years archive hunting at the NRM. I don’t know about washing my 

hands to prevent getting much on the drawings as they were all filthy and my hands 

were black by the time we’d finished with each roll. We can have copies made to 

facilitate work on 9125, and will order a small strategic first batch in the new year. 

  Search Engine is one of a small number of archive centres, which includes the His-

torical Model Railway Society, that hold collections which are of absolute im-

portance to our work on LMS rolling stock. In most cases the drawings existing 

now cover only a single surviving example of a design, and I am grateful to these 

organisations for storing and conserving drawings with little commercial value to 

anyone else. 

Ben Riley 

*Lynton & Barnstaple Railway observation saloon brake composite No.2, of course. 

(Each to his own! Ed.) 
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The 2015 convention was held at the Foxfield Railway, Bob Matkin and myself went 

along on the Saturday only.  

  Ron Whalley and Mark Smith from Foxfield explained the history of the Knotty 

Coach Trust project, the vast amount of research undertaken, and the involvement 

of Stanegate Restorations. They have recovered some remains of a very derelict 

NSR brake and two firsts from Rudyard Lake formerly used as chalets. You would 

look at these remains and think ‘no chance’ but Ian Yates from Stanegate said ‘no 

problem’ and it seems to be the case. Not cheap of course. I asked about the fu-

ture of MR saloon 2741 at Rowsley that we restored for them but they can’t take 

it back to Foxfield yet. 

  Ian Yates from Stanegate Restorations gave his own talk and lots of hints and tips 

were thrown in, very useful. He said it’s nearly always quicker to make new rather 

than clean up and re-use material, but of course there is often the need to pre-

serve as much material as possible for museum purposes. He also recommended 

using top quality marine ply for panelling, mahogany never works out well. He did 

say that without modern adhesives they couldn’t do what they do. 

  Of particular interest to those of us who did carriage hunting in Scotland was 

their restoration of one of the Peterhead Prison convict vans - they have now lo-

cated all five. Ian thinks they were actually built by shipbuilders rather than vehicle 

builders. 

  If you recall a recent programme on the Quintinshill disaster you’ll remember 

that the two signalmen involved were jailed. One of them, R. Tinsley being incar-

cerated at Peterhead - they found the name R. Tinsley scratched into the wood-

work of one of the convict vans! 

  Ron Whalley spoke about the necessity for inspection by an Independent Compe-

tent Person where major or ‘novel’ changes are made to a vehicle. I asked him af-

terwards about departmental coaches being put back to their original configuration 

and function, and he thought reference to original drawings and keeping a record 

and photographs of each step should be sufficient. 

  He also mentioned modifications to accommodate Persons of Restricted Mobility 

and the fact that although heritage stock has a derogation we may consider it a 

moral obligation to provide suitable provision. 

  Trevor England and Ian Wild from the Vintage Carriages Trust gave an update on 

their Midland six-wheeler restoration and Chris Smyth, former VCT Chairman but 

with his HRA hat on encouraged us all to enter the rolling stock competition. Next 

year’s would possibly be the last one he would be involved in and they were on the 

lookout for new judges. 

  After lunch we had a ride in the two restored Knotty coaches 127 and 61 hauled 

by the VCT’s 0-6-0WT Bellerophon. Stanegate have done a nice job but 127 on the 

outward run was really uncomfortable, not surprising as it has a modified 20T coal 

wagon chassis with original springs. No. 61 on the return was much better as it has 

softer and flatter springs which can deflect more, neither coach has cushioned seat-

ing. I mentioned to Mark Smith about the springing on the Metropolitan Jubilee 

coach where they had taken some leaves out - they are worried in case 127 shakes 

itself to bits and will investigate using longer softer springs. 

  Ron Whalley kicked off the end of day discussion by asking if anyone had queries 

about Mk1s, there was just a collective groan from the assembled crowd so we 

moved on, who would have guessed! 

  One of the questions was about luggage rack netting, I piped up and said you can 

do it yourself and we have a LMSCA video on how to. One response, not from the 

original questioner, was that having watched the video they were quite happy for 

someone else to do it! 

  Charitable Incorporated Organisations were discussed, Trevor England said the 

VCT had just become one.   

  Ron Whalley asked for any help and advice on the Foxfield LMS P3 TO which is 

out of service as the cantrails have failed. Bob and I studied the floor at this point - 

ask us again in a few years’ time! 

Dave Winter 

I am sorry to have to report that member Allan Wirth passed away last summer, 

the news did not come through until after Droplight had been printed. 

  Allan’s working life was in metallurgy and he became well-known as an expert 

witness, even once in a murder case when he identified what caused a stain on the 

murder weapon. 

  Like his brother he had a life-

long interest in railways and the 

steam locomotive. In the preser-

vation era he was prepared to 

turn his hand to anything and his 

major contribution must be the 

refurbishment of the ex-Mold 

Junction turntable at Rowsley.  

  Although short in stature he 

was a fearless battler for what 

he believed in and despite lim-

ited mobility and increasing ill 

health he did his bit as a working 

member at both of our sites. 

  Our condolences go to his 

family. 

 

Dave Winter 

 

Alan Taylor 
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P1 TK No. 1295 built in 1924. Originally 1371. Departmental service number 

KDM395498. Later internal user number 024744. Constructed as a third class corridor 

carriage at Derby to D1695. Dimensions 57' 0" x 8' 10½". 

P1 TO No. 7828 built 1925.  On 10 year loan from the National Railway Museum. Origi-

nally numbered 16122 - one of 555 vehicles built at Derby to D1692, the most common 

LMS Third Open. Became part of a ‘Control Train’, and was partially restored by the NRM 

at Derby. Dimensions 57’ x 9’3”  

P1 BCK No. 6720 built in 1929-30. Originally 9864. Departmental TDM395845. Origi-

nally built as a composite corridor brake carriage at Wolverton works to D1704. Rebuilt to 

P3 outline to D1704A. Dimensions 60' 0" x 9' 0". 

P2 TK No. 1501 built in 1930. Originally 3031. Departmental service number 

DM395801. Originally constructed as a third class corridor carriage at Derby Carriage and 

Wagon works to D1782. Dimensions 60' 0" x 9' 0". 

P3 TO No. 9125 built in 1935. Departmental service number KDM395892. Built as a 

third class open carriage at Wolverton works to D1915. Dimensions 57' 0" x 9' 0". 

P3 TOs No. 27109 & 27162 built in 1945. In departmental service 27109 carried the 

number 65830, and 27162 became M38746M as an exhibition vehicle. Constructed as third 

class open carriages at Wolverton works to D1999. Dimensions 57' 0" x 9' 0". 

P3 (Porthole) BTK No. 27001 built in 1950. Sold direct out of service to the Manches-

ter Ship Canal. Originally constructed as a third class corridor brake carriage after nationali-

sation at Wolverton Carriage and Wagon works to D2161. Dimensions 57' 0" x 9' 0". 

P3 BG No. 31216 built in 1941.  Eastern Region Internal User 041542. Donated to the 

LMSCA by Jarvis Rail after being stored for 20 years in Wakefield Kirkgate goods shed. Built 

at Wolverton to D2007. Dimensions 50' 0"x 9' 0".   

P3 SLF No. 394 built in 1951. A 12-wheel first class sleeper constructed at Wolverton 

to D2166 Lot 1584. Located at Strathspey for many years before transfer to Wirksworth. 

P3 SLT No. 621 built in 1952. An 8-wheel third class sleeper constructed at Derby 

works to D2169 Lot. 1628. Also at Strathspey before transfer to Wirksworth. 

P1 RK No. 30005 built 1924. Originally 3286, constructed as a Full Kitchen Car (RK) at 

Derby to D1697. After withdrawal from revenue earning service, converted in 1956 to the 

London Midland Region Track Recording Coach. Renumbered to departmental stock as 

DM395223. TOPS code: QXX. Dimensions 50' x 9' 3". 

P1 CK No. 3565 built 1925. Originally 9229, constructed as a corridor composite at  

Wolverton to D1694. It became a departmental dormitory vehicle KDM 395776 in the 

1960s, and was acquired by the Aylesbury LMR Staff Association model railway club. 

P1 TO No. 7991 built 1926. Originally 5682, ‘All-Steel’ built to D1745 by the Metropoli-

tan Carriage Wagon and Finance Company. To Manchester Ship Canal in 1958, Severn Val-

ley Railway in 1972 and to Midland Railway Centre 1980, appearing at Rainhill that year. To 

Rowsley 2011. Dimensions 57’ x 9’3”  

P1 TO No. 8422 built 1928. Originally 2924 built to D1692 at Derby. Converted to am-

bulance car WW2, repatriated to National Army Museum, then Long Marston. To Rowsley 

2011. Dimensions 57’ x 9’3”  

P3 BCK No. 6815 built in 1935. Departmental service number DS70247. Built as a com-

posite corridor brake carriage at Wolverton  works to D1932. Dimensions 62' 0" x 9' 0". 

“It’s all very well lads, but what are we going to 

bung in these big holes?” 

An official LMS photo of the valve seats being 

ground in on a Caprotti Claughton 4-6-0 

cylinder block. 

Back:    The GWR had some carriages with three classes and  lavatories affectionately known as  

            Tri-Bog Composites, but four-seater bogs? Looks a trifle too cosy!             Dave Winter 



“Thank You  
for accepting 
The Droplight  
in Electronic  
Format.” 


